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Five Rules of Firearm Safety:
1. Assume guns are ALWAYS loaded.
2. Never allow the muzzle to cover anything you are not willing to destroy.
3. Keep your trigger ﬁnger straight along the frame until you are ready to ﬁre.
4. Be sure of your target, backstop and beyond.
5. Always follow all instructions and warnings applicable to your ﬁrearm.
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
1.

Unload and ﬁeld strip the ﬁrearm for safety. With the backing still on the TALON Grip, do a “test ﬁt”
to ensure you have the correct grip and to understand how the grip ﬁts the ﬁrearm.

2.

Use ONLY RUBBING ALCOHOL to clean the pistol grip area removing any dirt or oil. The ﬁrearm
must be completely dry before continuing. Extra rubbing alcohol and a small brush, in addition to
the supplied alcohol swab, is recommended for improved cleaning.

3.

Remove the backing. Starting with the left side, line up the TALON Grip with the front and bottom
of the factory pistol grip (A and B), maintaining a consistent reveal around the magwell (some
grips have graphic cutouts which may help with alignment). Gently roll, DO NOT STRETCH, the
grip on to prevent trapping air. Make sure the grip is properly centered on the backstrap (C).

4.

Very lightly wrap the ﬁnger strip(s) (D) evenly around the front of the pistol. Tuck any excess
material UNDER the left side panel (A). If the TALON Grip is misaligned at any time, gently peel
back the grip, reposition, and reapply as many times as needed.

5.

MUST DO: When the TALON Grip is properly aligned heat it with a hair dryer or heat gun to the
temperature of a warm cup of coﬀee and press FIRMLY into place. DO NOT HEAT OVER 130
DEGREES FAHRENHEIT. Repeat “Step 5” several times conforming the TALON Grip to the gun’s
factory grip. Pay special attention to pressing all outside edges including the backstrap.
TRIMMING THE GRIP IS NOT NECESSARY. If the grip is not ﬁtting properly, contact customer support.
NEVER ALLOW ANY PORTION OF THE GRIP TO COVER THE MAGAZINE RELEASE BUTTON.
GRANULATE TEXTURE: If a less abrasive feel is desired, sand ONLY THE GRIP with 120 grit sandpaper.
RUBBER TEXTURE: To enhance grip, clean the grip with rubbing alcohol and a soft cloth.
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TALON GRIPS AVAILABLE FOR OVER 200 FIREARMS FROM:
1911 a AR a AK a BERETTA a BERSA a BOBERG a CANIK a CZ a DIAMONDBACK a EAA
FNH a GLOCK a HK a KAHR a KEL-TEC a KIMBER a RUGER a SCCY
SIG SAUER a SPRINGFIELD a SMITH & WESSON a STEYR a TAURUS a WALTHER

OTHER TALON GRIPS PRODUCTS INCLUDE:
a Do-It Yourself Material Sheets
a iPhone Grips
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a Extended Magazine Grips
a Gear (hats, tees, mugs, etc.)

a YETI Mug Coaster
a Gift Certiﬁcates
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